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Stiffness of composites with different fibre types
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Unidirectional natural fibre yarn composites
– Effect of yarn off‐axis angle
Hemp yarn/PET composites
Fig 8 (a) Shows examples of tensile specimens of He53/PET composites with the yarn axis inclined at.  .               
various angles to the loading direction. (b) Shows the corresponding stress‐strain curves. 
Source: Madsen et al. (2007)
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Hemp yarn/PET composites
Source: Madsen et al. (2007)
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• No existing model available
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Eff f fib i i l– ect o   re tw st ng ang e
0 t/m 25 t/m 51 t/m 77 t/m
Source: Rask (2011),
NATEX project 105 t/m 140 t/m 190 t/m
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Source: Rask (2011), NATEX project
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Unidirectional natural fibre yarn composites
Eff f fib i i l– ect o   re tw st ng ang e
Source: Rask (2011), NATEX project
Conclusion
• Work on fibre twisting is ongoing
• We need models relating fibre twisting to composite
performance
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